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TIMBRE/TONE COLOR
LISTENING; MOVING; RELATING; DESCRIBING; CREATING

grades 3-6
Lesson #2: Play the Bass Line to Accompany a Theme

National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #1:
Creating
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #2:
Performing
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #3:
Responding
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #4:
Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards:
(Progress Points) 
 
A. Demonstrate how musical elements communicate meaning and emotion by [playing, singing 

or] moving to music. 
B. Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a variety of 

cultures. 
E. Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, voices, 

ensembles and musical forms. 
F. Form and express opinions about music they hear in [formal and informal, live and] recorded 

performances. 

Critical Thinking Skills (measurable verbs, Bloom’s Taxonomy)
Recognize; describe/discuss/express; demonstrate/practice/use; apply/dramatize

Common Core Connections (language arts and math)
Vocabulary: composer, concerto, movement, conductor, cue, cut-off, gesture (motion), theme

Conceptual Learning (“I can…” or “I demonstrated/showed that music can…”)
I can play along to the “A” Section of this piece on pitched instruments. I can tell you the name of 
a famous piece of music about spring and which famous composer wrote it as a concerto for a 
solo violin and string orchestra. I learned that A# is the same pitch as Bb.
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Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) or Objectives:
Students will play an accompaniment (the bass line) to the ‘A’ Section of the first movement 
of “Spring” from The Four Seasons, by Antonio Vivaldi. Students will be assessed (and will 
self-assess) their performance of the music. Some students will have the opportunity to be a 
conductor. (See Assessment: Formative and Summative, and Student Evaluations.)

Materials:
• recording of “Spring” (1. Allegro) by Antonio Vivaldi
• any of the following if available: bass xylophones (BX), bass metallophones (BM), 

contrabass bars: E, A, B, Bb 
• soprano or tenor recorders: pitches used are any or all of the following, cumulatively in this 

order: low E, A, A#(Bb), B(natural), plus high E for gifted/6th grade (as “Stretch” challenge)
• “Bass Line” for “Spring” (Grades 3–6)
• Exit Slips
• (optional) listening sample of “Spring 1–Recomposed” 

Sequence:
1. Have students tap the beat quietly as they listen to the recording of the ‘A’ Section of the 

recording (0:00–1:14). 

2. Display the “Bass Line” for “Spring” (Grades 3–6) visual on the whiteboard or screen. Point 
to the notes in rhythm while listening to the recording again (0:00–1:14). 

3. Give the students their own copy of the visual “Bass Line for ‘Spring’ (Grades 3–6) and have 
each student point to the notes in rhythm while listening to the recording, while you point to 
the notes on the projected visual. 

4. Assess* students as they point to the notes on their own copy of the music while listening 
to the recording (0:00–1:14). Afterward, ask, “What instrument was playing the melody?” 
(violin) “Is the printed music we have in front of us the music for the melody, or for the 
accompaniment? What is an accompaniment?” (the part that accompanies, is played ‘under’ 
or ‘goes with’ the melody) 

5. Guide students into figuring out the rhythm; guide students into figuring out the note names; 
say note names in rhythm without the recording, then with the recording. If desired, 3rd 
grade can play just low E’s that occur throughout the movement, upon the teacher’s cues; 
older grades can add other pitches that occur as appropriate. 

6. Transfer learning to playing the bass line on any of the following bass instruments: Bass Xylo 
(BX), Bass Metallophone (BM), or Contrabass Bars (CBB); or, transfer learning to playing the 
bass line on soprano or tenor recorders; or, transfer to piano keyboards. Explain that A# is 
the same as Bb. Explain that we are accompanying a theme by playing the bass line of the 
music. 

http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=8
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Spring_BX_BM_CBB.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Exit_slips_vivaldi.pdf
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/recomposed-by-max-richter/id843968261
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Spring_BX_BM_CBB.pdf
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7. Give practice time with a partner if desired, or individually on paper xylophones if mallet 
percussion is being used. (Students can set up the mallet instruments by carefully with two 
hands, one at the top of the bar and one at the bottom, and lifting the bar straight up first. 
They will need to remove other bars in order to put on an A, an A#/Bb, and a B (natural). 

8. “How will everyone know when to start and stop playing?” (when the conductor gives you a 
cue to start playing and a cut-off motion or gesture to stop playing – go over the meaning of 
these vocabulary words; add to Word Wall). Demonstrate gestures and have students do. 

9. Self-Assessment* “What could we improve upon?” Share responses. Students fill out their 
own Exit Slip as a Self-Assessment. 

10. Explain the role of a conductor, and the differences between a conductor and a composer. 
Go over the meaning of the word concerto and this different usage of the word movement, 
meaning a smaller complete segment of a larger work. (See Conceptual Learning above.) 
“Who was the composer of this music?” (Antonio Vivaldi, who was Italian wrote or composed 
the music; but he also conducted the music when his ensembles performed the music he 
wrote) 

11. Have Student Conductors for the music as it is played by the other students in the class, with 
and without the recording. 

12. (Optional) Listen to an example of a different bass line accompaniment to a recorded ‘loop’ 
of a segment of the violin part. 

13. Add new vocabulary to the Word Wall.

Closure/Questions:
1. “What is the name of this piece?” (“Spring”)  

2. “Who composed this piece?” (Antonio Vivaldi) 

3. “Why do you think so many people like this piece of music? What do you like about it?” 
(share answers) 

4. “What is a [composer, conductor, concerto]?” 

5. “How does a conductor show the performers when to start playing, and what is it (the 
gesture) called?” (a cue, then a downbeat) “How does a conductor show the performers 
when to stop playing and what is it (the gesture) called?” (a cut-off) 

6. Guide the [older] students to know that what they learned to play was the bass line of part 
of the ‘A’ Section of this piece, which is part of a longer movement, which is part of a longer 
set of movements for “Spring,” which is part of a larger work called The Four Seasons. It 
was written like a violin concerto, featuring the violin as a solo instrument along with a string 
orchestra.  

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Exit_slips_vivaldi.pdf
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/recomposed-by-max-richter/id843968261
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7. Guide all students in understanding that they were playing the bass line, and thereby 
accompanying the theme, or main melody that was played by the violin soloist in this 
concerto.

Assessment/Evaluation:
*Summative
[Name of Student] can play (low E and/or other pitches found in) the music on the “Bass Line for 
‘Spring’ (Grades 3–6)” visual with….

…all or nearly all correct notes, fingerings (if applicable), rhythm, technique (a top 
rating of 5)
…90% or more
…75–90%)
…50–75%
…less than 50% of the time

Self Assessment (Evaluation) using the Exit Slip.
Summative
*Audio-record the students after they have practiced their performance, using an iPad or 
external microphone. Have the class hear their recorded performance; they fill out Exit Slips 
or another type of Rubric (self- and group-evaluation form) on how they performed their part. 
Engage classes with more discussion about the audio recording of the performance as it fits the 
class and as time permits. 

Extensions, Connections, and Follow-up Lessons:
• Listen to another movement from “Spring” by Vivaldi, or to his music for one of the other 

seasons (See also, “Past Shows” on CFK website.) 
• Listen and respond to other music about spring, such as Appalachian Spring by Copland 

(5th grade) or Rite of Spring by Stravinsky (6th grade).
• Learn more about Vivaldi’s life by sharing Vivaldi’s biography from the Classics for Kids 

website. 
• Watch and follow the music using the icongraphic youtube video of “Spring” (http://youtu.be/

CcrrXHnN5uU)

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Exit_slips_vivaldi.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Exit_slips_vivaldi.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com
http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=16
http://www.classicsforkids.com/composers/composer_profile.php?id=79
http://www.classicsforkids.com/composers/composer_profile.php?id=79
http://youtu.be/CcrrXHnN5uU
http://youtu.be/CcrrXHnN5uU
http://youtu.be/CcrrXHnN5uU

